Summer is almost over but we hope you are still enjoying the sunshine
wherever you are!
Despite the holiday period, the Resmyle partners have been hard at work
preparing the next project activities. A big thanks to you and to all young
NEETs and local contributors who have taken part in our international
workshops and eco-volunteer missions to date. In this newsletter we look
back at our Stakeholders Conference in Hammamet, Tunisia, our first
large face-to-face gathering since the Covid pandemic. We’ll also take
check progress in our eco-incubators as they welcome their first intakes of
young eco-entrepreneurs. Finally, we’ll also get to know some of the young
people in our “Meet the entrepreneur” section.
Happy reading!

Like our Facebook page to receive latest news and opportunities

RESMYLE STAKEHOLDER CONFERENCE
Over 80 public, private and NGO participants from 5 partner
countries attended our first face-to-face event to connect with RESMYLE
and amplify the impact of training and business creation support for
jobs in the environment and sustainable development. Enrich, connect,
accelerate were the watchwords framing our successful Stakeholder
Conference in Hammamet on 19 to 20 May 2022 designed to integrate
RESMYLE actions and expertise into a larger ecosystem of support for
NEETs. Resmyle champions inspirational “hands-on” learning experiences
to boost youth employability but it can’t do this all on its own. That’s why
the goal of this event was to build relations with other public, private and
NGO partners, share experiences and expertise and ensure capitalisation
of Resmyle eco-incubators to foster young entrepreneurial talent after the
project ends.

Discover more

ECO-INCUBATORS: FROM MINDSET TO MARKET
DEMARRI, GROW UP!, Econitia, Green Construction Innovation Lab: These
strange names belong to our brand new network of small business
support centres providing essential help for young people to turn their
entrepreneurial ideas into a paying job. 2nd para: RESMYLE provides
NEETs with a range of options for employment or training. Some have
the ambition to start their own businesses from a clever idea for an
environmental service or a sustainable product, so the eco-incubators are
designed for them to assess their idea, advise and train them, to give them
every chance of success.

Latest news from DEMARRI in Tunisia

Latest news from Econitia in Lebanon

Latest news from GROW UP! In Italy

Latest news from Green Construction Innovation Lab in Jordan

MEET THE ENTREPRENEUR
Among our first intake of young NEETs joining our eco-incubators, several
first took part in our international workshops. One of them is 29 year-old
Asma Ghribi from Tunisia. Asma is now receiving technical and soft skills
support to grow her idea of a hydroponics business.

Read more about Asma
Want to be a RESMYLE eco-entrepreneur? Check for future calls
on our Facebook page

ECO-INNOVATIVE EDUCATION PROJECTS: MEET NEET
RESMYLE provides small grants to local youth organisations to test out
new and original ways of engaging with young people, especially those
in vulnerable situations. One such initiative near Napoli, in Italy, used
street art and music to channel young people’s concerns about the future
of the environment and living more sustainable lives under the slogan,
“Time is up! We don’t have a Planet B”.

Watch the video!

RESMYLE IN JORDAN: PROMOTING LOCAL FOOD
EXPERIENCES
The theme of our latest international workshop in Jordan was designing
local food experiences for tourism and for food business ventures.

Discover more

RESMYLE IN ITALY: THE FUTURE AS A CULTURAL HORIZON
With war in Europe, rising prices and the growing climate crisis, there are
plenty of reasons to despair but our last workshop in Italy looked on the
bright side. 12 young NEETs explored the potential of arts, culture,
peace and solidarity as subject areas for future careers and their
capacity as a platform to accept differences for a sustainable future for the
planet.

Discover more

Follow us to know more about coming workshops,
mobilities missions and ecoincubators opportunities!
Visit the RESMYLE project website

Our mailing address is: resmyle@mailo.com
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